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ACROSS
1. Material in many Forbidden City relics
5. Porter's responsibility
9. Crackers
13. "Florence Foster Jenkins" piece
14. C-3PO worshipers in "Return of the Jedi"
16. Sunset Blvd. forms its northern boundary
17. 23/38/53 Across was one for Simon & Schuster
20. Google stat
21. Miles off
22. Tobiko or kazunoko, on Japanese menus
23. With 38 and 53 Across, Dale Carnegie debut of 1936
27. Org. with the Energy Star program
28. Man of tomorrow
29. Give the appearance of
30. Yoga accessory
31. Bruce and Ashton, to Demi
33. Hands an embarrassing loss
36. Crichton thriller about marauding swarms of nanobots
38. See 23 Across
40. In the mail
42. Head lock
44. Slowpoke
45. Running behind
46. Upset
47. Rain may ruin it
50. Spike on a cello or double bass
53. Bit of TV commentary on a successful putt
57. Get-up-and-go
61. Theme of the work whose 80th anniversary is marked by this puzzle
66. Twiddling one's thumbs
67. Subsequently
68. Stick together
69. Where Southwest Airlines is LUV
70. At hand
71. ___ cable (video-transfer aid)

DOWN
1. Boxing coach's directive
2. Is for a group?
3. What might be filled with Joy?
4. "Clean your plate!"
5. Common blush ingredient
6. Tool for piercing
7. Syrian ___
8. One-person craft
9. Christen
10. ___ squash
11. Fill, and then some
12. Filmmaking series
13. Mount Vernon crop
14. Dizzying gallery works
15. Entangled
16. Went in stocking feet, say
17. Roosevelt in uniform
18. In stockings, feet, say
19. Roosevelt in uniform
20. Mount Vernon crop
21. Dizzying gallery works
22. Skull-session product
23. Earthbound birds
24. Venue for Alec Baldwin's Trump impersonations, briefly
25. Skull-session product
26. Earthbound birds
27. Org. with the Energy Star program
28. Man of tomorrow
29. Give the appearance of
30. Yoga accessory
31. Bruce and Ashton, to Demi
32. Venue for Alec Baldwin's Trump impersonations, briefly
33. Hands an embarrassing loss
36. Crichton thriller about marauding swarms of nanobots
38. See 23 Across
40. In the mail
42. Head lock
44. Slowpoke
45. Running behind
46. Upset
47. Rain may ruin it
50. Spike on a cello or double bass
53. Bit of TV commentary on a successful putt
57. Get-up-and-go
61. Theme of the work whose 80th anniversary is marked by this puzzle
66. Twiddling one's thumbs
67. Subsequently
68. Stick together
69. Where Southwest Airlines is LUV
70. At hand
71. ___ cable (video-transfer aid)